[Characteristics of the gene transcription of the intracisternal A-particles].
A clone containing the gene of intracisternal A-particles (IAP-gene) was isolated by hybridization with type A double-stranded RNA from the bank of fragments of genome mouse DNA cloned in pBR322 plasmid. Using DNA fragments of this clone we studied transcription of IAP-genes in cells of MOPC-21 plasmocytoma and Ehrlich ascitic carcinoma. Transcription was shown to be partially symmetrical, with predominant transcription of one of DNA chains. The observed transcripts could not be associated with known variants of IAP-genes. The sizes of RNAs transcribed in MOPC-21 and Ehrlich ascitic carcinoma cells and their sequences differed significantly. Apparently, minor variants of IAP-genes are transcribed in the cells under study.